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SUMMARY. X-ray of shipping containers is now a well-established technology, although the cycle of
improvement remains rapid. The main challenges are less technological than in choosing solutions
adapted to the wide variety of waterfront environments. Different border administrations have taken
different paths, from light mobile systems to large fixed installations. Australia has tailored off the
shelf technology to achieve a hybrid solution adapted to its peculiar needs. This incorporates a range of
other technologies, from x-ray through trace detection to dogs. Increases in the range of issues to be
dealt with at the border, as well as countermeasures, are forcing the pace of development of new
technology.

Introduction

X-ray technology capable of scanning whole
shipping containers has been on the market for
some time. The first systems went into
operation in the early 1990s, but large x-ray
systems had been in use many years prior to
this in applications such as security screening
at sensitive installations such as nuclear power
plants. And, of course, x-ray screening of
baggage has been routine for many years.

Container x-ray is now ordinary commercial
equipment - reliable, available more or less off
the shelf, and routinely operated both in
advanced ports such as Rotterdam or Long
Beach and in the less developed world.

I will discuss the technology and the choices to
be made at greater length below. My subject is
the introduction of this technology into
Australia, and the key issues were not the
technology as such, but the business processes
and environmental constraints that shaped the
technology choices.

Containers and Ports

Containers do, of course, conform to a small
number of universal standards - in shape, size,
numbering, maximum weight and so on. And
this standardisation affects all the gear that
goes with containerisation - ships, cranes,
packing arrangements, handling equipment,
trucks and much else. In effect, these standards
make container x-ray possible - scanning all
the different kinds of freight that made up a
cargo before containers would be a much
harder and more expensive proposition. The
standards have yet, however, to extend to the
physical design of ports. Moreover, there are
wide variations among ports in volumes of

cargo, speed of movement, mode of transport
in to and off the wharf, the division between
import, export and transit cargo, how cargo is
reported and so on. All these things affect
Customs processes and so the design of an
imaging system.

There is also the fact that the wharf is an
industrial environment, operating according to
normal business practices. Any change has to
adapt to the practices - or adapt them to the
change. Neither Customs nor any other single
agency or body is in a position to control the
whole of the wharf environment. The list of
stakeholders is long - among them port
authorities, shipping lines, terminal operators,
truck and rail operators, freight forwarders,
brokers, importers and exporters. The
environment is complex and the potential
effects of disruption on the wider economy
large. The normal lead times for change are
fairly long, if only because no single party has
complete access to information on waterfront
processes.

Roles at the border are interlocking. In general,
Customs has responsibility for

first-line screening of cargo and
people,
checking for prohibited imports
overall regulatory control

Quarantine threats are for AQIS, immigration
controls for DIMIA, operation and
management of the facilities with industry,
response with the appropriate Commonwealth
or State agency. Government and industry
work together on a daily basis to keep goods
and people moving.
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When the Australian Government decided in
late 1999 that Customs should acquire the
capacity to scan shipping containers, it was on
the basis of a scan of overseas practice, and as
an extension of existing container examination
processes. These were focussed very much on
high-level criminal activities such as drug-
smuggling, were therefore as covert as possible
and, because of their intensive nature, were
limited in number. It took a Customs search
team a minimum of 24 hours to search one
container.

In 1999 and 2000, Customs undertook a
detailed evaluation of container x-ray systems
available on the market, using its own in-house
expertise, consultant physicists and engineers,
and a test container constructed to resemble the
concealments typically faced by Customs. At
the same time, Customs also mapped
waterfront processes and the impacts of
different examination strategies. And,
typically, the environment changed as planning
proceeded - not only with the waterfront
reform agenda, but also with the degree and
nature of Government concern about border
protection. More threats appeared - foot and
mouth disease, illegal immigration, handguns
and - later - terrorism.

Scanning Solutions

The first problem for all border administrations
is to find higher-risk consignments or people in
the enormous volumes of both that cross the
border routinely - almost of them legitimate
trade or travel, and entitled to go about their
business with a minimum of interference.

In sea cargo, Customs relied on electronic
reporting of consignments, automated and
manual screening of this information flow, the
systematic collection and application of
intelligence, and a structured program of
industry collaboration. Together, these
provided effective control of risks to the
community at the border. Customs and its
partner agencies has, for instance, had a
considerable degree of success against major
illegal drug importers from 1998 to the present.

Container scanning is an addition to this
process, not a replacement for it. Its
introduction was intended to make the existing
strategies more effective, and also to ensure
against the inevitable development by
criminals of countermeasures. The aim was to
supplement essentially information/intelligence
based systems with a greater capacity to
physically examine cargo - something that had

been routine before of containerisation.
Volume, speed of movement and containers all
meant that it was simply impossible to
continue large-scale physical examination
without either intolerable disruption to trade or
the commitment of resources which were not
available. Affordable container x-ray had
changed this picture.

The solutions on offer ranged from lower
energy (450 KeV up to 2.5 MeV) truck-
mounted systems, using either conventional
LINACs or live gamma sources, to high energy
(9MeV) systems in large fixed installations.
There were equally wide differences in cost,
performance, ancillary requirements such as
land, throughput and ease of integration with
associated processes such as physical
examination or information flows.

Australia's major ports are

• mostly within their parent cities
(Sydney, Melbourne, Fremantle),

• small in area, and the foci of heavily
congested transport routes;

• gateway ports rather than transhipment
centres,

• by world standards, deal with small to
medium volumes of cargo. Melbourne,
for instance, handles around 1.5 million
containers each year. By contrast,
Singapore handles 17 million and
Rotterdam 7 million containers each
year.

Lack of terminal space, transport congestion
and limited throughput combine to make on-
wharf mobile sc arming unattractive to Customs
and to industry. The need for multiple facilities
and the limited volumes to be dealt with at
each facility made the very high power fixed
systems difficult to justify on cost grounds.
Yet, given the national priority accorded
waterfront efficiency, throughput had to be
high enough to avoid significant delays to
cargo.

An added complication is that drug
concealments shipped to Australia are
generally small relative to the covering cargo,
and often deeply hidden. This made good x-ray
performance critical. Only high power systems
could deliver the required penetration and
resolution to ensure a high probability of
detection.
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Customs' solution to these requirements was to
find a system that combined the right
performance at an acceptable cost, and then
work with the supplier to adapt it to local
conditions and to integrate with all the other
processes that are part of examination.

The system chosen was a 6 MeV "relocatable"
design made by Tsinghua Tongfang (now
Nucech) — an offshoot of the nuclear sciences
department of Beijing's Tsinghua Technical
University. It was relocatable in the sense that
the x-ray, detector and control apparatus are
designed to be transportable, independently of
shielding and other fixed structures.

The x-ray operates within a purpose-designed
building, which incorporates the control room,
image examination stations and other ancillary
functions. A large physical examination hall is
part of the complex. This is equipped with a
pallet x-ray, cabinet x-ray and other detection
gear, as well as equipment for handling and
defumigation.

For planning purposes, it was assumed that
about 10 per cent of consignments x-rayed
would require further physical examination -
10 containers a day at the planned throughput
of 100 containers a day in Sydney and
Melbourne. In practice, the referral rate from
x-ray has fallen a little below ten per cent as
operator confidence in the capabilities of the
system has grown, but the ability to meet other
examination requirements has more than made
up for this.

The facilities bring together - as far as possible
- all Customs physical intervention activities
in sea cargo, as well as some AQIS and other
agency activities. The container x-ray is the
primary, but not the only tool used. Customs
was also conscious in designing the facilities
that criminal elements would soon become
aware of the general capabilities of x-ray, and
seek to avoid detection through
countermeasures - either by trying to reduce
the x-ray signature by, for instance, using
denser materials as cover loads, or by trying to
evade examination altogether. We have seen
both these strategies attempted. The physical
examination capacity, the availability of
smaller, high resolution x-rays and other
screening tools, more stringent controls of
cargo, and the high volume of examination are
all there to make reinforce x-ray scanning
against these kinds of evasion.

As mentioned above, the processes for the
facilities were designed against a backdrop of

changing threat. While x-ray is useful against
guns and, to a lesser extent, vectors for the
transmission of foot and mouth and other
quarantine threats, terrorist threats call for
different equipment.

The CBRE Challenge

Customs is now charged with the detection of
attempts to bring in chemical, biological and
radiological (CBR) hazards - either complete
weapons or components for assembly in
Australia. This is, of course, only one part of
the terrorist threat (and Customs and border
control are only part of the total Government
response). And to these must be added the
threat from explosive devices. Explosives
detection is a well-developed field, but often
presents similar challenges at the border. So I
will consider all these threats together - not
just CBR, but CBRE. The focus of my remarks
remains the scanning of shipping containers.

Technologies for CBRE detection are, like any
other technology, part of a wider system of
people, processes and infrastructure. CBRE
threats are additions to the existing problems
of border protection.

Existing technologies for detecting CBRE
threats are not well adapted to use in border
control. Most often, they were developed for
military use, and assume the ready availability
of shelters and protective gear, the absence of
civilians in the immediate environment, fairly
well-defined delivery mechanisms for the
threat and a reasonably high probability of the
actual occurrence. None of these can be taken
for granted at the border. A particular problem
is that almost all the current equipment is
designed either to check limited areas for the
presence of the threat, or to verify a suspected
threat. While these are useful - indeed -
essential - capabilities, a point made earlier in
this paper is that the first issue for border
control is to find the threat in a large volume of
"innocent" cargo.

This is an area where out present capabilities
are very limited. Several technologies are of
promise - but many are still in developmental
transition between specialised defence or
industrial use and wider application.

There is still a heavy reliance on x-ray. There
are, of course, specialised forms of x-ray that
use multi-spectral analysis, in ordinary
application for tasks such as airport baggage
screening. These are of limited use with large,
dense objects like containers. Customs is
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looking at supplementing x-ray with other
forms of radiographic imaging (gamma, fast
neutron), at complementary techniques such as
trace and vapour sampling (using techniques
such as ion mobility spectrometry and antibody
reaction), and at other emerging technologies.

There is effective technology for checking
radiological threats - radiation pagers, source
identifiers and radiation portal alarms. The
problem is less detection per se than the large
volumes to be checked.

An added complication - if one were needed -
is that not all CBRE threats will be imported,
or imported as threats. Large amounts of
chemicals, biological materials and explosives
are brought in for legitimate uses, and threats
can originate from domestic sources (as did,
for instance, the US anthrax and Japanese Aum
Shinrikyo nerve agent attacks). Moreover, a
wide range of chemical precursors for these
threats is imported in volume for legitimate
uses.

While many threats can be identified and
intercepted at the border, volume, speed of
movement and the low profile of CBRE as
compared to more traditional targets combine
to make perfect security impossible to achieve.

Sometimes cure is more efficient than
prevention, and some threats are best dealt
with "downstream". There are few biologicals,
for instance, whose effects cannot be treated
effectively, provided they are identified in
time.

Defence against CBRE is necessarily
collaborative, bringing together overseas
efforts, border controls and information with
domestic intelligence, law enforcement and
regulation and industry and community
awareness.

Examination and Information

Linking information and intelligence to
technological screening is critical to radical
long term improvements in effectiveness. The
container examination facilities are a good start
at this. Unique consignment numbers, track
and trace technologies such as RFID tags and
as computer systems move towards integration,
new opportunities will open up in this area.
Australian border control processes will have
to mesh with industry and overseas initiatives
in a number of for a - the World Customs
Organisation, the G8, APEC, and the standards
being laid down under the United States'

Container Security Initiative and the Customs
Trade - Partnership Against Terrorism
program.

Governments will have a key role in promoting
standards and ensuring inter-operability and
universality.

Conclusion

The theme of this paper is that technology is
not a stand-alone solution to border control
issues. A lot of work is needed to ensure that
the technological capabilities on offer work in
the Australian environment, conform to
legislation and community standards; and fit
with existing infrastructure and local
processes.
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